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How To Be A School Bus Driver

Do your kids ride a School bus?This is what you need to know to decide if your kids are at too much
risk riding the School Buses where you live.Find out how school boards get tricked into making
million dollar School Bus mistakes.You would fall for this trick too.Thinking about driving a School
Bus? This is the real story...the one no one tells you.-------------------------------------------------If your kids
ride the School Bus they may be exposed to more danger than they need to be.This book will help
you pinpoint exactly where any problems are and help you make an informed decision about how
much risk there is.You were thinking about becoming a school bus driver? Get this book first, before
you decide anything. Why? Because you'll want to know: - What rule number one is. - How to find
your true power by acting like a rude teenage girl. - How to pick the best place to work before you
ever apply. - Who pays the best. - What the right questions to ask are and who to ask. - The one
place that you work for only as a last resort. - What will disqualify you. - The controversial things no
one will tell you. - What the down sides are. - Secrets for handling the "bad" kids and the ones who
challenge you. - How to spot trouble before it gets started. - How to end trouble if it does start. - That
you won't end up with your 15 minutes of fame being one of those school bus incident videos on
You Tube. - How to handle fights and riots. (don't freak out, it's rare, and it's easier to deal with than
you think.) - That what happens 98% of the time is sweet, charming, fun or funny. - How to use
humor to get results. - How to teach kids social skills. - That you'll start out as a substitute driver and
why that's good and bad. - You'll know where to find mid day and summer work - You'll get those
you work with to get much better results for you. - How the politics work and who has the power. How to save your job if things get ugly. - Where assumptions will get you in trouble. - How to deal
with the "Paul Harvey" - When to quit. - How to use the power of secrets. - When you'll meet your
inner drill sargent. - What to do when those you count on are useless. - Why I love this job WAY
more than any other. Go ahead, buy it... Save yourself from making all the embarassing mistakes I
did!Thanks,Dave Bross
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A look at bus driving through the eyes of a man with years of experience. A common sense
approach to all aspects of driving from selecting who you drive for to dealing with children as well as
parents and school administrators that sometimes act like children. This book will help those that
may be considering driving a bus as well at current drivers that may be struggling through a morass
of political correctness and policies that at times seem to be overwhelmingly stacked against you.
Sprinkled with humor, this book is a good read and I highly recommend it.

I just finished reading this book! It is a must read if you are ever considering driving school bus! A
must read! He does a great job of covering all aspects of the job from how to identify trouble before
you even get behind the wheel, to great techniques on how to keep and maintain safe environment
for yourself and the kids. He gives honest straight forward advice on how to deal with a job that has
as much potential danger and stress within the bus as it does with the world outside the bus.
Especially in today's litigious society!

Great advice for a newbie. No one else was offering advice, of any kind other than, write them up,
assign the seating, and be over bearing. It's not in my DNA I am more of a negotiator pointing out
pitfalls on a bad decision type.thank you

I picked this book up at SMASHWORDS DOT COM because it is available there in EPUB (KOBO)
and other formats.This book is an honest and realistic look at what you need to do to become a

school bus driver. Some of the good, the bad, the ugly, but told with humor and grace. I heartily
recommend this book to anyone thinking about becoming a school bus driver - it will give you a
jump-start into the job ;)
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